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Problem: Cost vs usability of off the shelf Automatic Vehicle Location tracking (AVL) systems
has been a identified problem.
A typical vehicle embedded system for tracking, would cost in the neighborhood of $1000 to
$1500 including installation. Add on to that the need for a data connection and the required
wireless connection fee, and the costs increase dramatically. With an embedded system, the
options for reuse of the hardware such as the GPS and data connectivity are few or even nonexistent.
Solution: Develop with off the shelf hardware and open source linux based tools, A do it
yourself, low cost and flexible solution to AVL data collection and recording of geospatial
(locational) data as well as provide a mechanism to publishing this same data to other users
via the internet.
The tradeoff in cost, comes at the price of actually handing a cell phone off to the personnel
operating the vehicle to be tracked and moving the tracking aspect one step further, by
tracking the operator vs hardwiring into a vehicle.
The low cost aspect of the project is realized by the utilization of the Nokia N900 Phone /
Computer. With a base price of less than $400.00, it affords a high level of ROI when
compared to similar hardware solutions, with the added benefits of providing many more
potential capabilities as add-ons for remote digital processing and data capture in the future.
Even those wishing to go the hardwired route exclusively can do with the software solutions
described here. The same software stack and toolsets described in this report can be utilized
with a small form factor net book running Linux that can be hardwired into a vehicle (even
hidden away if desired). On the surface this might seem like overkill for a field tracking device,
but the typical price of a small netbook with integrated GPS, can be as low as $300. While
these are larger than a handset, the affordability quickly outweighs the size.

The Nokia N900 was chosen for it's portability as well as many pre-integrated devices,
including the GPS and accelerometer. These additional capabilities allow for rapid design and
development vs purchasing all the components individually and integrating them separately.
As a research and development hardware platform, the Nokia N900 provides a high level of
portability as well as a long list of available capabilities.
The Linux based operating systems allows for the leveraging of existing opensource software
tools and capabilities. As a consequence of using an Opensource software solution, the
software stack can be ported to other similarly configured hardware devices, of which there
are many currently available.
It's small size is conducive to short term testing in that it doesn't take up a lot of space, and it's
touch screen combined with sliding keyboard allow for some very flexible user interface
designs.
Procedure: Design criteria includes using s Linux based smartphones as the AVL recorder as
well as the end user mapping/tracking visualizer. An additional component is a central internet
based service utilized for syncing of the captured AVL tracking data amongst the fleet of
recording devices.
This centralized server uses the same software stack as the field devices including a Web
Server. By using similar development tools on the field devices and the main, or master
server, a high degree of savings in time as well as setup of the devices and the system as a
whole is realized.
The components as implemented as as follows:
Hardware:
" Nokia N900 Cell Phone / Portable Computer. http://maemo.nokia.com/n900/
" Integrated GPS
" Multi-threaded processing capabilities.
" This allows more
than one process
to run at the same
time.
" T-Mobile GSM 3(.5)G service
plan.
" At the time of buildout,
the fastest available
cellular data plan in the
US.
Software:
" Maemo OS by Nokia.

http://maemo.nokia.com/

"

" GPS Reader
CHROOT (Easy Debian VM). http://wiki.maemo.org/Easy_Debian
" Apache Web server
" GeoMoose (User Interface) http://www.geomoose.org/
" Mapserver (Mapping engine)
" OpenLayers (Mapping Library)
" PERL
" Python

Configuration and Design Elements:

"

"

Programming
" GPS Listener
" Python Reader
" GeoMoose
" Streamlining of Interface.
" GPS trail visualization
Installation of packages used.
" CHROOT (Easy Debian)
" Includes PERL, Python and basic
GD components.
" Installation of
" Apache
" GeoMoose
" Python

Project developed components include:
"
"
"
"
"

An AVL data capture routine for field device. This piece of software captures the GPS
data stream and stores if on the handset for reuse.
A syncing program able to communicate the field captured data to the central tracking
when a network connection is available , or to store lthe data locally on the device
when there is no network available.
A central tracking server listener, that acts as a proxy to other field devices as well as a
relay device for each tracking device to any others in the fleet. Each user can then see
each other users data as it becomes available.
A smartphone based auto tracking map visualizer with zoom and layer controls.
A basemap set of data for inclusion on each field device. This is for the base level of
mapping data on each device. The AVL tracking data is therefore the only required
data transfer, and this is only to keep the central server in sync and able to relay the
location out to other similar field devices. This end user capability ends up being a
added benefit of the decision to go with a user based system of tracking vs a hardwire
method.

Project objectives:
"
"
"
"
"
"

Standalone operation of field devices. They should be able to run autonomously when
no network is available. They should show a map, with the current field location visible
and centered within the view automatically based on GPS coordinates.
The mapping interface should include user controls for fine tunning of display including
zooming and panning controls.
The field implemented routines, should start up automatically when the phone is turned
on and be available to the user at all times (multi-threaded)
The device should be able to communicate it's geospatial position to the central server
at regular intervals while connected via the cell network.
The device should be able to visualize other AVL tracking and asset management
geospatial information while connected via the cell network.
The map navigation and layer controls should be simple to operate, with emphasis
placed on automated operation, or set it and forget it mode of operation.

Results: The results of the project leading up to field testing have been very positive. The
mapping display on the field devices is very clear and the operation of the mapping interface in
standalone mode functions as expected. Additional field testing is currently in process and a
comprehensive evaluation and report is planned for inclusion to this report as an appendix.

What Worked:
The Hardware worked pretty much out of the box. Tools were readily available for developing
and installing custom software on the handsets for reading and processing the GPS data.
The Debian based CHROOT
package allowed for
customization outside of the
handsets operating system. So
any edits to the CHROOT
package didn't affect the host
operating system. This ensured
that the handset wouldn't
accidentally be mis-configured
and rendered useless. Most of
the developed products on the
software side can be installed
directly into the handset at some
later data as well. The CHROOT
package was used as a testing sandbox for programming and operation. There is a
performance benefit to not using the CHROOT mode of operation.
The following screenshot to the right shows the mapping interface running on the handset. A
simplified controls list and interface are provided. This screenshot shows the use of the
embedded (Maemo) browser. The FireFox version of a browser, canned Fennec, was also
installed and evaluated for use. The two browsers are essentially interchangeable for
operations.
The mapping interface runs as an automated process, which is started in the background as
soon as the phone is turned on. The user can turn the application off if desired. While the
device is on, and a GPS signal is present, the mapping engine for the map display
(GeoMoose) will keep the map centered based on GPS coordinates being read from the
integrated GPS. This is an automatic mode of operation.
There are also tools for the user to zoom and pan independently of the automatic centering,
for fine tuning the view of the displayed map.
Any WMS or WFS service configurable for a GeoMoose installation can be sourced for the
mapping layers in the GeoMoose interface while the device is connected view a network
connection. This includes aerial photography and database connections.
When the device is not connected to a network, the resident mapping data is used. This
includes and data installed locally on thew device. The GeoMoose system of data publication
allows for a wide variety of data types to be utilized in the mapping generation. And since the
phone can store up to 48 gigs of data locally, most types of basmap installations are possible
right on the phone, including a complete aerial photo dataset.
What didn't Work:
There were various issues related to the phone manufacturers implementation of the Linux OS
which caused some early software development and installation headaches. Once these
issues were identified and workarounds were developed, the rest of the project proceeded
without undue difficulty.
Extra effort was required in making the open source mapping interface (GeoMoose) work in a
handheld form. Most of the effort has been applied in making the interface simpler by

removing some capability options and tools. These changes have been minor in nature and
mostly amount CSS and styling changes. This is a tribute to the GeoMoose developers that
this type of flexibility exists in their product.
Simplified user map controls (such as touchscreen gestures) are not currently available in the
toolsets being used. This necessitated a high degree of automated operation in the mapping
package.
The field testing of the devices will reveal usability factors both good and bad. These results
will be added to this report at the end of field testing.
Recommendations:
This project came together fairly quickly in the planning stages. Even factoring in the problem
areas with the slightly tweaked Linux OS on the handset didn't affect the overall development
of the project in any meaningful way.
The devices need to be put to the test for some period of time to evaluate their field worthiness
and usefulness, and the results acted upon at the end of the field testing.
While these development devices have worked well, it should be noted, that the software
being developed can be used on most Linux based hardware devices, with very little hardware
specific changes needed. Hardware aspect like GPS integration issues can alter this to some
degree, but even the GPS listener software is template based and can be eeasily ported to
other similar operating and integrated devices off the shelf. There already exist some Linux
powered Tablets capable of running this projects software stack.
Evaluation of process:
The evaluation process centers primarily on how simple the tracking process could be
implemented, with the barest minimum interaction required from the handset user.
The GPS listener services are started up automatically when the device it turned on for
example, even the mapping interface can be automatically activated and set to activate and
search for GPS location automatically. There is unfortunately some level of lag with regard to
getting a GPS lock.
Success for this project was identified as being able to use the handsets in a field environment
to:
" See the current GPS derived location on a map.
" Present the location to the user in a map view for verification.
" Upon verification, record the location in the database.
" Display (and publish) the location of the handset to it's own mapping system as well as
back to a master server for republication to other similarly configured devices.
Return on Investment:
Considerable savings in implementation costs have already become apparent. The initial
investment of $1000 per handset, including hardware and cellular airtime per year, are already
competitive with embedded or purpose built tracking systems.
The automated and standalone nature of the handset makes the device useful in the field for
more than just tracking. For more information, see the USNG Marking System grant proposal
for information related to marking locations in the field based on GPS tracking.

The flexibility of the resulting system allows for many additional uses of the system of
components for field related tasks, such as:
" Tagging of documents related to a field location
" Collection of location specific data for archiving.
" The automatic transfer of collected data to and from a master service to the field using
the cellular data connection.
" Field captured photography (the N900 handset has an integrated 5mp camera with
dual LED flash) which can be geo-referenced and tagged with the marker placed in the
field.
Implementation: Each of the field devices uses essentially the same software stack as a
centralized service would to reduce long term management and configuration costs. The user
interface software being used is GeoMoose ( http://geomoose.org/ ) and Open Source
mapping generation and display interface. This mapping interface was easily ported to the
smartphone. Very little work other than some styling and presentation changes were required.
Since this software stack is all open sourced, the costs of implementation are significantly
reduced while retaining a very high level of flexibility with regard to modifications and
operational tuning of said software.
A comparison of the online GeoMoose demo (
http://geomoose.org/demo/geomoose2/geomoose.html ) and the smartphone implemented
version can be seen in the two following screenshots. The first is the desktop version of the
online demo, and the second is from the smartphone itself:
Desktop screenshot of GeoMoose application:

Smartphone screenshot of GeoMoose application:

The two previous screenshots show the same open source software stack being used to
display the mapping interface. The first was a representation of a what a Desktop user of the
software might see, which the second screenshot shows the same software being utilized by
the handset hardware.
Smartphone screenshot of re-factored GeoMoose application:

The previous screenshot of the handset shows the re-factored GeoMoose application where
the toolset and controls have be reduced and simplified.
Status:
Currently:
Field hardware devices have been purchased and
configured for display of mapping interface including
the loading of the base mapping data. The mapping
visualizer has been restyled for the small form factor
as well as receiving some display modifications
targeted at simplification and automation.
The design of these handsets and the fact that they
are Linux based allows for a high degree of flexibility when considering the development tools
that are available.
Installing and augmenting the open source software project GeoMoose allowed the
development team to use familiar tools to display a
map for geo-location of the field markers as they were
placed.
The mapping visualizer has been restyled for the
small form factor as well as receiving some display
modifications targeted at simplification and automation
of the location recording tasks.
Ongoing:
The handsets are being readied for field trials and
evaluation by a cross section of field workers. The
results of which will be included in a follow on report.
The Master service implementation and data collection has been identified and a system for
captuing the recorded data from each handset will be implemented in it's final form towards the
end of the testing phase. Field usage statistics will be captured and evaluated. Long term
analysis will be applied closer to the end of the testing phase.
Partnering organizations for the testing phases are being sought.
Future:
Some possible future enhancements:
!

Some new thoughts about how the central or master service Syncing process might
occur have been ongoing. A new thought is to have each of the handsets as a backup
to each of the others, this would negate the need for a master service to sync to, since
all the handsets would sync with each other. Using a peer to peer communications
process. There would still be the need for a device registration location in some form,
either being added manually to each device, or presented as a web service that each
device could access. This is possible because of the software stack that is used on
each device, which is the same as a master service would use, including a web server.
This capability presents some interesting alternatives to future development work.

!

The auto-updating of the map interface based on GeoSpatial location needs to be
added once the AVL capture process is implemented.

!

An evaluation step in the testing is related to what zoom scale is most effective by
default for end users.

!

Installing the components as resident program on the handsets would yield a operation
performance boost to the applications. This work would likely be best attempted
towards the end of the testing period.

!

Adding in the layer management tasks related to remote access (to the central server)
for online mapping data when connected to the network. Work related to automated
failover display of basemap data when a online connection does not exist will likely be
required.

!

There are plans to add on to this system some additional capabilities. Some ideas
being talked about, are applying notes to a location map that can be redistributed. This
would be useful in a number of disciplines in the City.

!

Adding in touchscreen gesture controls to the GeoMoose interface. There has been
some work in this area already in the OpenLayers Library, which GeoMoose uses, but
the work has not as of yet been applied to GeoMoose the application.

!

Adding a user alert system of some sort related to the handset obtaining a GPS lock
would be beneficial.

Total Duration of Project: One year of testing and evaluation.
Project End Date: July 2011
Approximate Cost of Entire Project: $10,000
Total OPERA Funds used for project: $5,000
Send and Email a completed report with pictures to: Mindy Carlson, CTS - 200 TSB, 511
Washington Ave. SE, Mpls. MN 55455, email carlson@umn.edu. For questions about this
report please contact Mindy Carlson at 612-625-1813.

